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ABSTRACT

Digital platforms in healthcare institutions enable tracking and recording of patient care pathways. Besides the Electronic Health Records (EHRs), the event logs from Hospital Information Systems (HIS) are a very efficient source of information, from both operational and clinical point of view. Process mining allows comparison of a patient care pathway with the event log(s) from HIS, to understand how well the reality as depicted in the event log fits the expectation as modeled using a care pathway. In this paper, we present SepVis, a visual analytics tool which aims to fill the gap in current process-centric applications by looking at patients’ pathways from a clinical point of view. We demonstrate the utility of SepVis in selected use cases derived by the guidelines in the management of sepsis patients.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A visit of a patient to a hospital results in a certain sequence of activities that are performed by specific resources. Some activities, such as administrative tasks, could be valid for most of the incoming patients. However, some other activities are specific to a cohort of patients, depending on factors such as the type of disease, diagnosis treatment plan, etc. Generally, a hospital has a well-defined care pathway in place depending on the type of incoming patient. These patients are the primary actors (cases) of the care pathways, which inherently consider the essential protocols and/or guidelines.

With the advent of digitalization, most of the steps performed, such as registration of ward activities by clinical personnel, treatment plans and results, logistics and medical decisions, are well documented in the Hospital Information Systems (HIS) [18]. For a limited number of patients in a hospital, the data from the information systems can be retrospectively explored to analyze clinical decisions, deviations from the care pathways, etc. However, the task of analyzing the data from the HIS in a care pathway setting can be extremely challenging if the number of patients is large. This is especially the case for a single type of ward and/or disease because patients may have different profiles and undergo different versions of the care pathway. This adds new dimensions, and hence complexity, to the data and makes the orchestration and integration of data challenging. However, this additional information also enriches the value of tracked activities in the patients’ flows, by providing additional attribute information.

One key enabler to analysis of huge care pathway specific data is Process Mining [20]. Traditionally process mining is divided into process discovery and conformance analysis. Process discovery, as the name suggests, discovers a process (care pathway) model from any event log, which is typically derived from HIS or EHRs in a healthcare setting. Conformance analysis uses a process model and projects an event log on the process model [21]. Conformance analysis provides insights into which part of the process fits the data, and which part does not, thereby giving insights into deviations that occur compared to the expected behavior. Furthermore, process mining output can also shed light on performance-related information, such as throughput time of a patient in a care pathway setting, bottlenecks in the process, slow paths in the process, etc. This information could be used to assess the performances in hospital [17] settings and/or to cut down costs and delays. Root cause analysis could be performed on the computed process information to investigate the reasons for deviations and reasons behind different decisions.

In the analysis of event logs from HIS, most of the current approaches do not consider the care pathway dimension. Instead, the focus is usually on aligning sequences of variants guided by sequence mining algorithms. However, such techniques often bypass the importance of care processes and the clinical protocols and guidelines that are modeled in such pathways. On the other hand, process mining centered approaches take into account these models, but the visualization focus is entirely addressed from a process perspective. That is, the outcome is consolidated and projected on a
This section provides a brief description of the underlying components which are used in our approach. We begin by describing the so-called event logs, retrieved from HIS. Next, we briefly introduce process models and alignment based conformance analysis concepts, which are widely researched in the field of process mining [20].

2 Event Log

The HIS, such as the Electronic Health Records systems, can be used to extract event logs. Events form the basic building blocks of an event log. Each event is associated with a particular case, which is identified by a case ID, which typically is a patient ID in a healthcare setting. An event represents occurrence of an activity in a particular case. Each event has a time-stamp associated with it, which denotes its time of occurrence. Furthermore, each event may contain additional event specific data attributes, for example the resource which performed the particular activity represented by the event. Similarly, each case may have case level data attributes, such as the gender of the patient, age of the patient, etc. The event log is thus a collection of sequences of events that represent individual cases. Event logs extracted from the HIS can be used to perform process mining analysis.

2.2 Process Models and Alignment based Conformance

Process models are used to model the desired flow of steps followed by patients within a healthcare setting. Fig. 2 shows a simple example of a process model. The guidelines and protocols from a hospital can be modeled using such process models. It should be noted that alongside sequences, most of the process modeling notations allow for rich behavioral aspects, such as choice in between multiple activities, concurrent execution of activities, repetition of a particular activity, etc.

In our approach, we use the alignment-based conformance analysis technique for getting accurate conformance and performance information pertaining to the process. This technique [21] finds a path from start to end in the process model that best describes a case from the event log by using a cost function. The operation of this algorithm is not covered in our paper. It also provides insights into how well an event log fits a particular process model. For instance to investigate how and where the process deviates from the protocols/guidelines in place. Next to this, alignments can also be used to investigate the possible bottlenecks in the process. For each event in the event log, the following three possibilities can arise (see alignments in Fig. 2):

Synchronous move: Occurrence of an event in a trace that is allowed by the current state of the model. The state of the process is given by the execution of previous events in a trace.

Move on log: Occurrence of an event in the trace that is not allowed by the current state of the process. The second trace in Fig. 2 contains a log move because diagnosis 2 happens in the trace although it is not allowed by the model (only diagnosis 1 or diagnosis 2 can happen, but not both).

Move on model: The current state of the process cannot continue with the event that is being treated in the trace. The second trace in Fig. 2 starts with a model move since the model requires to begin with admission activity. However, this activity is missing in that trace. Similarly, the third trace contains two model moves at the end since both treatment 1 and treatment 2 are mandatory (notice that they can happen in any order).

3 Related Work

In recent years, many applications have been introduced within the visualization community for the exploration of temporal event sequences and healthcare data. We distinguish two categories in this domain: sequence alignment based techniques and process analytic based techniques. In this section, we highlight the relevant contributions from the literature belonging to each category.

3.1 Sequence alignment based techniques

There are many techniques in the literature that focus on visualizing the alignment of sequences to represent temporal event data. The initial work in this category provided tools showcasing a representative description of a single patient record [5, 16]. However, the increasing size of HIS records has boosted the development of tools with a focus on exploring, querying and visualizing large population data. Recent advances in this category are applications such as LifeFlow [25] and OutFlow [24], dedicated to the exploration of event sequences in EHRs. EventFlow [13] primarily focuses on medical data, but it has been applied across many domains, e.g. log-analysis,
cyber-security, sport analytics, learning analytics and incident management [12]. In recent work, other visualization approaches for representing pathways within a hospital has been investigated. For instance, a tracking graph construction [23] have been used to describe patient progression over time in an IC unit. Another enabler in finding patterns in longitudinal clinical data is given by interaction which is effectively demonstrated in Borland et al. [2].

However, all of these applications rely entirely on the data from EHRs. These techniques give a powerful view of the reality, used to visualize sequences using algorithms such as sequence clustering. However, contrary to our approach, these techniques do not take process-centric (care-pathway) information into account. Hence, deviations from care-pathway models and clinical protocols cannot be analyzed.

3.2 Process analytic based techniques

Conformance analysis is a well researched field in the area of process mining, which extracts valuable information from event-logs based on certain process models. Among the commercial tools, Celonis [4] provides visual interaction with process centric data and enables the user to define filters according to the available data in the dataset. The process mining framework ProM [22] contains various plug-ins that provide various interesting visualizations of the results from conformance analysis. Fig. 3 provides a snapshot of one such visualization from ProM. From a visualization perspective, many of the current process analytic techniques project the conformance and performance results directly on a process model. There are a couple of issues in such a visualization practice. First, the modeling notation used for representing the process model could be non-trivial. Hence, for a user, e.g. a doctor, the projected information on the process model might be difficult to comprehend. Second, visual analytics features to investigate and make use of other attributes are often missing. In our previous work [7], which is implemented as a plugin in ProM, we combined conformance and performance analysis with interactive visualization of the process model by explicitly making use of data attributes. However, in SepVis, we aim to make a step forward in the support of visual analytics techniques, by extending the current visualization from ProM for conformance and analysis. Instead of interacting with the process models, which could be difficult to understand to the end user, the focus in SepVis is on providing a better user experience for the exploration of variants, traces, and deviations using information from the conformance analysis techniques, thereby taking into account protocols and guidelines that form a part of the care pathway. In essence, SepVis combines the visualization of sequence variants with the capabilities of process mining.

4 Dataset and Tasks

For the purposes of this work, we use a dataset obtained by an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system in the emergency department of a hospital in The Netherlands [11]. Patients suspected of a sepsis were tracked from the emergency room, where the doctors diagnose the condition. According to the severity of the disease, indicated by symptoms such as infections, body temperature, respiratory rate, heart rate and diffuse psycho-physic pain, patients are administered antibiotics and directed to normal care (NC) units or intensive care (IC) units [10].

Protocol procedures for sepsis treatment are defined [6], but depending on resources and availability of staff and wards, the care pathways can still vary in terms of scheduling and resources.

The dataset comprises 1050 cases described by 15000 events that were recorded for 16 different activities. In addition, 39 data attributes were included to enrich patients pathways. These attributes are divided in two groups: lab tests and information from checklists filled out by nurses. Among the lab tests, we have C-Reactive Protein (CRP), White Blood Cells (Leukocytes) and Lactic Acid tests. These tests are used by doctors in order to monitor the status of sepsis patients. An interesting fact regarding these tests is that they can occur many times in a single case, and hence our tool has to cope with it. Besides these attributes, we also have attributes indicating the age of the patient, and boolean attributes signaling conditions of the patient. These clinical attributes denote whether the patient matched the Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS) criteria [1] and organ malfunction, eno-dynamics and inflammatory parameters, which are used in the sepsis screening triage. Most of these attributes were recorded at the emergency room entrance. Next, they are used by doctors to plan the specific care pathway.

The activities contained in the dataset belong to different categories. Some activities are related to blood tests, others concern admission to NC or IC units within the hospital and others relate to administrative tasks etc. Interesting records regarding administration of intravenous liquids and intravenous antibiotics are also available.

A set of questions was obtained by interviewing clinicians responsible for the emergency department [11]. These questions arise when the kind of data described above is available on the system. Next, we defined a set of requirements which we used for the implementation and generalization of our tool. Each task is related to specific variables from the process-point of view:

T1 Patients’ activities are strongly related to patients’ clinical conditions (attributes). Users want to be able to see processes from a clinical point of view.

T2 Time between activities hints to the observance of protocols or not. Delays in relation to guidelines indicate the performance of the clinical department.

T3 Evidence for changes in care pathways leads to understanding reasons for mistakes, different clinical decisions or inattentive activity recording. Deviations need to be visible and clear.

In T1, the clinical staff intends to get an overview of recorded cases from the activity perspective. These can be the admissions to a specific ward, a sequence of activities, medications, or laboratory tests. The link between clinical conditions and activities is highly important to understand decisions within the single care-pathway, as for instance critical patients who are expected to be treated promptly according to clinical protocols.

Task T2 is performed with the intention to look at performances in wards and execution time between activities. In clinical settings, time represents a key aspect and the insight into delays due to unavailability of resources is decisive in management analysis of life-threatening diseases.

Lastly, T3 is important because clinical procedures in the hospital are susceptible to doctors’ decisions. Groups of patients can deviate from the expected behavior because of doctor decisions based on demographic information or clinical conditions (e.g., age, blood tests) that differ from the model but guaranteed success or seemed reasonable at that point in time.

5 Design Decisions

Our system SepVis was developed according to the tasks presented in Sect. 4. In this section we discuss our design decisions.

5.1 Icon design

We identified five main categories of activities within our dataset, which we represent by icons. The categories are: administration, tests, ward admissions, treatments, and release/return actions. The shapes of the icons match the meaning of these categories. For instance, the icon used to display tests is a test tube, the icon showing treatments is a jar, and so on. This way, users can easily identify groups of activities, and have an idea what is happening to the patient.
The activities within a trace are considered to occur sequentially in some extra information. In our approach, links can represent three between activities. Besides this, those links can be used to encode time. In order to reflect this in an explicit way, our tool uses links to represent synchronous moves, log moves and model moves, respectively from top to bottom.

Model moves. The last type of move depicts a case in which something should have happened according to the process model, but it did not. A dotted line is used in this case. The reason behind this choice is that we try to highlight the fact that we do not know if this activity happened in reality and it was not recorded, or that it did not actually occur.

6 SepVis

In this section we describe SepVis by explaining its components and how they interact. Our approach consists of clinical pathways exploration, filtering and attribute selection. An overview of our approach can be seen in Fig. 6. Each view interacts with the others in order to provide an intuitive perception of patients’ pathways to support the tasks T1-T3.

From the task analysis we derived the core components of SepVis. An overview of patients pathways as well as the most and the least frequent patterns (T1) over time are given in our main view, the Pathways view. For a life-threatening condition such as sepsis, diagnosis time and treatment occurrence play a crucial role in patients’ survival. Hence, time and filtering options by activity/pathways duration need to be provided for a proper comprehension of patient management and resource efficiency (T2). Time information is encoded in the Pathways view and data can be filtered from the Performance search. Clinical data (T3), such as recorded conditions when the patients enter in the hospital, the age and the exams they underwent before entering in a normal care unit, is integrated with the application. The user can use the distributions panel to create a cohort of patients and immediately recognize patterns in the Pathways view. In the following subsection, we illustrate these visualizations and their interaction in more detail.

6.1 Pathways View

This is the core view of SepVis and it consists of icons representing activities of the entire event log. Those activities are linked by lines in order to explicitly encode the temporal relation between two consecutive activities. The sequence of icons and lines within a row shapes a trace. Contrary to the current process centric visualizations (see Fig. 3), we distribute activities over time. The icons that belong to a particular trace are placed along the horizontal axis according to their accumulated duration since the starting activity of the trace, which is always considered to have an accumulated length of zero. Because we cope with data regarding a life-threatening condition where actions need to be taken in a few hours from the entrance of the patient in the hospital, the horizontal axis of this view represents time intervals with different scales. Following the guidelines [14], we opt for the following intervals: zero to 1 hour, 1 to 3 hours, 3 to 12 hours, 12 to 24 and then to 48 hours, 1 to 2 weeks and then onwards. Thus, this view comprises seven scales along the axis (one for each interval). All intervals are given a different horizontal space. The first intervals are wider to enable to focus on the events occurring in the first moments of patients hospitalization and the first taken actions.

The lines in this view also encode deviation information, which is provided by the process mining alignment algorithm. Typically, we can find two different types of deviations: log and model deviations (see also Sect. 2 and 5). The first deviation is encoded by coloring the line between two activities with a red color and increasing

**Color palette.** In order to give a color to each activity, we offer two different approaches in our tool. The color palette can be switched easily and the mechanism to do so is explained in Sect. 6.1. We consider that colors can play an important role in two different situations. On the one hand, they can help to identify groups of activities without focusing on the activity itself. On the other, they can be used to spot specific activities more easily. In the first case, the color palette is divided by categories of activities, giving a color to each category and a specific tone of that color to each activity within the category. In the second case, we use a qualitative scheme of colors. In this way we allow users to quickly find activities of interest since they all have different colors. Both color palettes can be seen in Fig. 4.

**Shifting & opaqueness.** Due to the fact that several events can happen at the same point in time causing overlap of icons, we shift and make icons opaque. Shifting helps to avoid two icons from being placed at exactly the same position. In our tool, we apply a small constant shifting to all icons. In this way, we ensure that no full overlap occurs between two consecutive icons. On the other hand, opaqueness ensures that the icon placed on top of another one is always visible. This helps to disambiguate overlapping icons resulting in a better appreciation of them and their distribution over time.

**Border.** In some cases, the border of the icons is used to present a special situation such as a model move. Recall that a model move is a situation in which something should have happened in reality, but it did not. This is important since it can reflect a missing step in a process, e.g., the administration of a medicine or the request of a laboratory test. We use this codification since it does not clutter the view excessively and the model moves can still be seen.

5.2 Activity links design

The activities within a trace are considered to occur sequentially in time. In order to reflect this in an explicit way, our tool uses links between activities. Besides this, those links can be used to encode some extra information. In our approach, links can represent three different states (see Fig. 5):

**Synchronous moves.** This is the normal and most common case. It reflects the link between two activities that happened both in reality and according to the process model. This type of link is presented in our tool by a straight line with a grey color connecting two activities.

**Log moves.** These moves reflect an abnormal behavior that was recorded in the event log and does not match the process model. We use a red, thicker line in order to display this type of move. Since the line links two activities, it is colored depending on the type of the latter activity. If that activity is marked as a log move, then the line will be colored as red.

**Model move.** The last type of move depicts a case in which something should have happened according to the process model, but it did not. A dotted line is used in this case. The reason behind this choice is that we try to highlight the fact that we do not know if this activity happened in reality and it was not recorded, or that it did not actually occur.
Figure 6: The components and interactions within SepVis: the *Pathways view* (a) shows all the pathways of patients, which are grouped by variants over time, the activity/deviations filtering panel b) and the clinical attributes distribution panel c). Details about performances are shown in a.4). Distributions of the clinical attributes for the current selection of patients are shown in c.1) by the orange bins. Distributions of the extents of the laboratory tests are shown in c.2). Single-patients trends, such as treatment values, are displayed in c.3).

Figure 7: Example of an expanded variant which originally contains 11 traces in total and 4 of them match the current filter setting. A selected trace is indicated by the blue dot at the left of the trace.

the thickness of the line. Because a line links two activities, we color lines as red when the last activity occurs as a log move. The second deviation is depicted by using a dotted line(s) between the activity that makes a model move and the surrounding activities. This approach is susceptible to be cluttered because of icon overlaps. We solve this problem by shifting the icons when necessary, that is, when the link between two activities encodes meaningful information (i.e., deviations).

The traces are grouped in variants, which represent the same sequence of activities for all the traces that they group. This grouping just happens when there is more than one trace of a given variant. The visualization of the variants is slightly different from the visualization of the individual traces. It collapses all the traces which belong to that variant and just shows the variant itself together with two numbers: one indicating the total number of traces for the variant, and another one showing the number of traces that match the current filtering setting. Moreover, the placement of the icons within a variant is based on the average accumulated duration, which is computed over all the traces that form a variant.

The variants can be sorted by different criteria by clicking on one of the fields on the header of the view. These criteria consist of a number of traces per variant, total (average) duration of the traces (variants) and delay between two selected activities.

The right side of this view displays a summary of how many deviations and normal moves a specific variant or trace contains. These figures are shown by using different colors as follows: synchronous moves are given in green, log moves in red and model moves in grey. This piece of information gives a quick summary of how well the trace fits the process model.

For each row in the visualization, four main interactions are available:

**Clicking a variant.** This interaction displays all the traces that belong to that group with a drop-down effect. The user can then explore each individual case. Fig. 7 shows an example of an expanded variant. The traces that belong to the variant are placed beneath it and the variant is highlighted with a bluish color. A vertical thick line at the left of all the traces is used to highlight that they belong to the same variant and differentiate from the rest. When clicking on a variant, the data attributes of all the traces that it contains are reflected in the charts. This feature is explained in more detail in Sect. 6.4.

**Hovering activities.** Mousing over either icons or lines opens a tooltip, which shows information about the hovered element. When the hovered element is a line, it simply shows the elapsed time between the two linked activities. When it is an icon, it shows some basic information such as activity name, time elapsed since the beginning of the trace and time elapsed since the previous activity. Moreover, when the icon represents a more meaningful activity such as a lab test, the tooltip also includes information about the value of the hovered activity, or the minimum and maximum values for that test when hovering a variant. Finally, in case the hovered activity represents a log or model move, the tooltip also shows this information.

**Hovering traces.** Users can also mouse over traces that represent
particular care flows, in which case the views depicted in Sect. 6.4 are updated showing the interesting values for the specific case. A more complete description of this interaction is given later.

**Selecting activities.** We enable the user to select singular activities. This interaction is described in Sect. 6.2.

Furthermore, the user can directly manipulate the view by the top slider (Fig. 6(a.3)). The behavior of this slider is explained in Sect. 6.3.

On the header of this view we can find different components. The upper right corner of the screen displays the number of patients that match the current filter setting besides the percentage of the number of patients. This information gives an idea of how representative the current population is. Also, on top of the view (Fig. 6(a.2)) we can see the widget used to switch between the different color schemes that were depicted in Sect. 5.1. This component is presented as a switch. At both sides of the switch we can find an example of icons that are colored with different color schemes. This indicates which color scheme we selected. Once the user selects one color scheme, the view updates to present the icons with the new color scheme.

### 6.2 Activity filters and conformance checking

In this section we describe the behavior of the tool regarding filtering traces by activity or sequence of activities, and conformance information, that is, deviations in the process. This component can be seen in Fig. 6(b).

Traces can be filtered out by the types of deviations they contain. Our tool provides four different options: all cases, only log moves, only model moves and only synchronous moves. This is useful to retrieve traces that entirely fit the process model, or those ones that have specific deviations. This directly relates to task **T3**.

Also, traces can be filtered by activities by interacting with the buttons (see Fig. 6(b.2)). This feature is provided to accomplish task **T2**. Clicking on a button in the activity box filters out the traces that do not contain such activity. Once this happens, the main view automatically reacts by decreasing the opacity of the other activities in order to highlight the selected activity. Furthermore, the information displayed at the right side of the main view automatically updates and shows the time elapsed until that activity occurs for each trace. In case of variants, it shows the average elapsed time. Users can then sort traces by this new value.

This feature is extended by enabling users to select a second activity. In this case, the main view filters out the traces that do not contain both activities in the specified order, highlights both selected activities, creates lines between the two selected activities and eliminates the other ones to present a view more focused on the selected activities. Also, similar to the case of selecting one activity, the main view shows the time elapsed between the first occurrence of the first selected activity and the first occurrence of the second selected activity. Traces can then be sorted by this new value.

The new information displayed in both situations can be used by the other components of the application to filter out traces and is explained in Sect. 6.3. This component also plays the role of legend in our application since it shows all the activities with their colors and their names.

An extra filtering mechanism is provided with regard to activity filtering. This filter enables users to explore care pathways in which patients were admitted to NC, IC, NC and then IC, and IC and then NC units. In addition, the option to explore patients which went to neither NC nor IC is provided. These options address task **T1**.

### 6.3 Temporal filters: Performances

The slider located above the main view is aimed to filter out traces according to some time criterion. The criterion depends on the current context of the tool. Initially, this component just considers the total duration of the traces. Thus, users can shift both ends of the slider in order to set minimum and maximum thresholds for the duration of the traces in which they are interested. The slider follows the same time scales as the main view.

If an activity is selected as described in Sect. 6.2, the lower and higher values of the slider apply only to the first and last occurrence of the selected activities. Therefore, if users select only one activity, the slider will consider those traces in which the first occurrence of such activity happens after the lower value. If users select two activities, then both lower and higher thresholds will be considered to filter out those traces in which the first occurrence of the first activity happens after the lower value and before the higher value of the slider.

### 6.4 Attribute filters: Cohort distributions

The attributes panel is provided to look in more detail at patient’s pathways from the clinical perspective. Among the available attributes we can find the age of the patients and other clinical attributes of their conditions at the ER registration. A more complete description of the dataset is given in Sect. 4.

Clinical attributes are shown as individual, interactive bar charts. Interacting with one of the bar charts triggers an update from the rest of charts and views of the tool. Also, these charts are linked with the main view when a variant is selected and a trace is hovered. When this happens, two outcomes are possible (see Fig. 8(a)):

- If a variant was selected, the data from all the traces that belong to it is displayed by showing overlapping bars for each chart. These bars are horizontally shrunked and positioned on top of the corresponding bars. Moreover, the color of these bars is different to easily spot the difference between the whole data and the selected traces.

- If a trace was hovered, then the bars with the values of the data of that specific trace are highlighted by adding a black stroke. This way we can explore the attributes for particular traces.

The data view also includes charts to present the values for different laboratory tests that are available in the dataset. Due to the fact that there is more than one value per test, we opt for using two charts per type of test: one chart that shows a summary of the values for all the traces currently in the main view and another one which displays all the values of that test for traces selected by the user.

The first type of chart (see Fig. 8(b)) provides a representative picture of the range of values for a specific laboratory test. In our approach, we use a histogram in which we group patients by the difference between the global maximum and minimum values for the laboratory test. The horizontal axis is divided into slots of the same size (10 units in the example), and each data item (patient) is horizontally assigned to the closest slot based on the difference of the extreme values. Each patient is depicted by a bar. The height
of a bar encodes the variation of the value for the laboratory test. Moreover, each bar is assigned a semitransparent filling color. This representation enables to detect where the trend of the distribution of values is and the existence of outliers at the same time, while keeping the whole picture of the data. Specific parts of the data can be selected by brushing over the chart, making the rest of the tool react to show just the selected patients.

In the bottom part of SepVis (see Fig. 6), we can find the charts which display all the values of a particular test for the selected traces. This type of chart is aimed to give a better understanding of the evolution of the patient over time. Therefore, the horizontal axis of this type of chart encodes time and the vertical axis encodes the values of the test. This type of chart only offers the interaction to see the value of specific points by mouse hovering them.

These charts, and the attributes that they depict, are interesting for domain experts that are aware of guidelines since normal/abnormal values might indicate some decisions that may need to be taken. With the interactions described in this section, we enable users to explore the distribution of these attributes in a proper way.

6.5 Implementation

SepVis is implemented as a web application and it is entirely programmed in D3.js v4 [3]. We use Bootstrap v3 for a base layout, in combination with Icon Moon icons. Finally, we make use of several JavaScript libraries: jQuery v1.12, underscore v1.8 and Crossfilter.js v1.3. Finally we use color palettes from D3.js that were taken from ColorBrewer.

Regarding process mining technologies, we use the alignment technique described in [21] which is available as a plugin in ProM [22].

7 USE CASES AND RESULTS

We demonstrate the usefulness of SepVis by some use cases with questions extracted from conversations with doctors involved in the project [10] and the guidelines provided by the Surviving Sepsis Campaign [9] released in 2012.

7.1 Clinical pathways in NC and IC units

In an emergency department for suspected sepsis patients, one of the first questions that the clinical personnel tries to answer concerns clinical pathways across the treatment units.

For instance, it is interesting to know the flow of patients that are only admitted to the NC ward, only to the IC unit, or first to the normal care unit and, only then, to the intensive care unit. The last category is considered of great interest by clinical personnel because it hints to patients whose conditions have worsened after being admitted. In these situations, fast decisions need to be taken. Given the high interest in these particular activities, we provide a dedicated button bar for selecting these particular groups: patients that entered respectively only in the Normal Care unit, Intensive Care unit, Normal Care and then after Intensive Care unit, or the other way around. A special group is also included for patients who did not enter neither Normal Care nor Intensive Care. This group of patients might reflect those who went to the emergency room and did not need to be monitored.

Our dataset has 67% of patients that went only to the NC unit; 23% of them did not enter in any of the two units during their stay at the ER. Selecting the latter option, the users can notice that, despite the fact that these should be the cases with the shortest duration, some patients activities have been recorded even after one day. In total, the number of patients that present deviations (model moves and log moves) were around 48% of the total cases. Of this group, eleven patients are likely matching the diagnostic criteria for a sepsis condition. The diagnosis of an inflammatory state is typically performed by assessing the manifestations of the Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS), such as alterations of body temperature or increase of heart rate and white blood cells. Therefore, we can look for patients with a clear need of specific care by filtering with SIRS-2 criteria (patients matching two or more SIRS criteria), suspected infection and positive organ dysfunction, the major indicator of a sepsis condition [6]. The user gets a list of patients (1% of the total patients). For some reason, perhaps mistakes in recording patients activities or other decisions, these patients have not been treated in the specific care units. Switching back to all patients, we get around the 7% the cases whose treatments is clearly lasting more days because of follow-up and monitoring tests.

7.2 Performances and delays

Guidelines for life-threatening conditions provide clear recommendations regarding treatment administration time. Early identification of septic patients is crucial to prevent delays in management and treatment. Many studies focus on the impact of time to antibiotics administration in respect to triage screening tools and protocols [8, 15, 19].

Current guidelines in management of sepsis patients [6, 9] state that the distribution of antibiotics to patients in sepsis conditions needs to take place within the first hour from a sepsis triage. Due to lack of resources or delays this might not happen, leading to serious risk to the patients, which has to be avoided. In SepVis, the users can get insight into these circumstances. Firstly, they select the ‘suspected’ sepsis patients according to the clinical attributes at disposal. Next, the user chooses the ER-Sepsis Triage event as first option and antibiotics as second from the activity list. Thus, we get the resulting patients in the pathways view and the elapsed time between two activities. The user can observe that many patients actually received antibiotics between 1 and 3 hours and after 3 hours. Most likely these patients were not considered to be in a critical condition, therefore the administration was delayed or simply recorded after some time. In this view we can also see some deviations in the clinical pathway. This is because of the proposed protocol used in SepVis, which states that intravenous antibiotics is a treatment which is followed or proceeded by also intravenous liquids administration. In some cases, it seems that this administration of liquids was not performed or recorded.

Another interesting case is visible by considering the 3-hours bundle of [9]. In order to simplify and improve the care of patients with severe sepsis, the Surviving Sepsis Campaign released bundles, which are a selected set of elements to be considered and executed to aim at the best outcome. In the 3-hours bundle, patients with hypo-tension or lactate values below 4 mmol/L need to be treated with intravenous fluids in order to expand their circulating volume. The user can check the patients matching the hypo-tension attribute and lactate values above the threshold. In our scenario, the dataset comprises four patients that got IV fluids after 3 hours. In combination with EHRs, this kind of result can be explored in more depth. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the clinical attributes at our disposal it is not sufficient to draw conclusions about the outcome of these suspected delayed interventions.

7.3 Deviations and clinical attributes

As we described in the Background section, in process events, two different kinds of deviations can be detected by conformance checking: log-moves and model-moves.

With SepVis, we enable the users to see when and where these deviations occur. From the clinical perspective, a log move can be described as a decision that does not match the expected behavior. A model-move instead, might indicate forgotten actions, missed decisions, lack of resources and such.

Thus, we enable the user to filter out patients that matched entirely the proposed model. At this point, deviating cases can be analyzed over time and by clinical attribute distributions. Once the deviating cases are available, the user might be interested to see single patients...
trends in test values over their stay in the hospital. The user can select a few patients from the deviating case list. Then a click on a test activity such as CRP, leucocytes or lactic-acid levels, triggers the update of the respective charts showing the fluctuations over time.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we have proposed a visualization approach that enables the analysis of process centric information of an event-log in combination with clinical longitudinal data.

We have shown the usage of the current implementation in accordance to standard clinical tasks and relevant insights in respect to current sepsis management guidelines. Our design comprises a single interface, which is compact and more intuitive in comparison to current solutions in the process-mining domain. It provides the necessary components to interact with cases and at the same time analyze their clinical pathways filtering by time, performances and clinical data.

The core components of SepVis allow the exploration of an event log by interacting with its main elements: cases, activities, and attributes over time. While we demonstrated SepVis on an example dataset for sepsis, our approach is generic and can be used with other event logs. The current limitation is given by the fact that our visual interface has been built for an event-log with a low number of activities (16) whereas processes may comprises hundreds of different activities. At present, SepVis exclusively supports a single-cohort investigation per time.

In future work we aim to enable the user to work in terms of cohorts of patients and present correlations, distributions and process deviations between them. We also aim to increase the scalability of the design in order to deal with larger and more complex datasets.
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